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AFGHAN SUFI POETS: LIVES & POEMSTranslations & Introductions Paul SmithIntroduction
includes… The Main Forms in Dari/Persian, and Pashtu Poetry; Sufis & Dervishes: Their Art and
Use of Poetry. Included with each selection of a particular poet is a brief biography plus a list of
further reading. The correct rhyme-structure has been kept as well as the beauty and meaning of
these beautiful and powerful mystical poems. THE POETS… Mirza, Khushal Khan Khattak,
Ashraf Khan, Bedil, Abdul-Kadir, Rahman Baba, Khwaja Mohammad, Hamid, Ahmad Shah,
Shaida, Khalili. 92 pages.~Introduction to Sufi Poets Series~Life & Poems of the following Sufi
poets, Translations & Introductions: Paul SmithAMIR KHUSRAU, ANSARI, ANVARI, AL-
MA’ARRI, ‘ATTAR, ABU SA’ID, AUHAD UD-DIN, BABA FARID, BABA AZFAL, BABA TAHIR,
BEDIL, BULLEH SHAH, DARA SHIKOH, GHALIB, HAFIZ, IBN ‘ARABI, IBN YAMIN, IBN AL-
FARID, IQBAL, INAYAT KHAN, ‘IRAQI, JAHAN KHATUN, JAMI, KAMAL AD-DIN, KABIR,
KHAQANI, KHAYYAM, LALLA DED, MAKHFI, MANSUR HALLAJ, MU’IN UD-DIN CHISHTI,
NAZIR AKBARABADI, NESIMI, NIZAMI, OBEYD ZAKANI, RAHMAN BABA, RUMI, SANA’I,
SADI, SARMAD, SHABISTARI, SHAH LATIF, SHAH NI’MAT’ULLAH, SULTAN BAHU, YUNUS
EMRE, EARLY ARABIC SUFI POETS, EARLY PERSIAN SUFI POETS, URDU SUFI POETS,
TURKISH SUFI POETS, AFGHAN SUFI POETS Approx. 90 pages each.Paul Smith is a poet,
author and translator of over 150 books of Sufi poets from the Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Turkish,
Pashtu and other languages including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi, ‘Attar, Sana’i, Jahan Khatun,
Obeyd Zakani, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari, Ansari, Jami, Mu’in, Bedil, Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus Emre,
Lalla Ded, Rahman Baba, Baba Farid and many others, as well as poetry, fiction, plays,
biographies, children’s books, screenplays.www.newhumanitybooks.com

Praise for The Girl with the Leica“Exceptionally intricate...Janeczek’s demanding, allusion-
saturated, multiperspective novel portrays a circle of valiant dissidents.”―Booklist (Starred
Review)“A daring attempt to capture the life of a revolutionary woman.”―The Guardian“This
mosaic of vignettes and images brings a complex courageous woman back into focus.”―BBC
Culture“Fans of historical fiction featuring strong, forward-thinking female characters will be
enthralled.”―Publishers Weekly“A biography; a feminist parable; a declaration of love for
photography; a narrative tableau of the 1930s: The Girl with the Leica is all of this at once.
Helena Janeczek worked on this book for six years. And it shows.” ―Il Sole 24 Ore“Helena
Janeczek [ . . .] is Italy’s most eclectic writer. While attentive to the narrative, she’s obsessed with
historical reality: The Girl with the Leica is her most beautiful book yet. In fact, each new book
seems to surpass the previous one – until you realise that they are all part of the same
encyclopaedia of the human experience.” ―L’Espresso“In The Girl with the Leica Helena
Janeczek brings into focus a world of young artists, photographers, and ‘intellectual refugees’



caught in the storm of 20th-century history, between one war and the other. Still, her prodigious
characters remain capable of happiness, vital, and ‘free from everything’. Janeczek’s novel
perfectly reproduces their sparkling passions.” ―Vanity Fair“In the novel, Gerda [Taro] comes to
life in the recollection of three friends who loved her. She’s vital, brave, elusive yet unforgettable.
The irresistible fascination she exerted on her contemporaries retains all its power today.’
―Internazionale“A story of bravery and determination that leaves us breathless and with a sense
of emptiness, as if we have known [Gerda Taro] personally.” ―Repubblica--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionMarketing & Publicity• Early profile in
Publishers Weekly• Major media campaign including New York Times, Washington Post, LA
Times, New Yorker, The Atlantic, etc.• Specialized media: Jewish interest, women’s interest,
feminist, photography, history• Pitching for podcasts• Indie Next list campaign• Submission to
B&N Discover• Bookseller blurbs• Submission to ABA pre-order initiative• E-galley available on
Edelweiss + NetGalley• Reading group outreach• Library marketing• Social media promotion,
Women in Translation month• Regional trade show promotions, reps picks, store visits,
bookseller dinners + presentations• SPC MKTS: Catalog accounts• SPC MKTS: Jewish
accounts--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBorn in Munich
in a Polish Jewish family, Helena Janeczek has been living in Italy for over thirty years. With The
Girl with the Leica she has won the Strega Prize, Italy’s most prestigious literary award, and was
a finalist for the Campiello Prize.Ann Goldstein has translated into English all of Elena Ferrante’s
books, including each of the New York Times bestselling installments in Ferrante’s Neapolitan
quartet, the fourth of which, The Story of the Lost Child, was shortlisted for the MAN Booker
International Prize. She has been honored with a Guggenheim Fellowship and is a recipient of
the PEN Renato Poggioli Translation Award. She lives in New York.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AFGHAN SUFI POETS Lives & Poems The content of
this book first appeared in‘Tongues on Fire: Anthology of Sufi, Dervish,Warrior & Court Poetry of
Afghanistan’New Humanity Books.For a full list of our publicationsgo to the back of this
book. AFGHAN SUFI POETS Lives & Poems Translations & Introductions Paul
Smith     

AFGHAN SUFI POETS Lives & Poems The content of
this book first appeared in‘Tongues on Fire: Anthology of Sufi, Dervish,Warrior & Court Poetry of
Afghanistan’New Humanity Books.For a full list of our publicationsgo to the back of this
book. AFGHAN SUFI POETS Lives & Poems Translations & Introductions Paul
Smith Introduction to Sufi Poets Series NEW HUMANITY BOOKS BOOK
HEAVENBooksellers & Publishers © Copyright Paul Smith 2008, 2012,
2014 www.newhumanitybooksbookheaven.com Introduction to Sufi Poets Series NEW
HUMANITY BOOKSBOOK HEAVEN(Booksellers & Publishers for 40 years)47 Main
RoadCampbells Creek Victoria 3451Australia Sufi Poetry/Spirituality/History of Afghanistan/
Sufism/Mysticism/Eastern Studies/Afghan Literature/Pushtu Poetry/ Persian
Poetry The Main Forms in Pushtu & DariSufi & Dervish Poetry The
Ghazal. There is really no equivalent to the ghazal (pronounced guz’el) in English poetry…
although as Masud Farzaad, the greatest Iranian authority on Hafiz and his ghazals said, the
sonnet is probably the closest. As a matter of fact, the ghazal is a unique form and its origin has
been argued about for many centuries.Some say that the ghazal originated in songs that were
composed in Persia to be sung at court before Persia was converted to Islam, but not one song
has survived to prove this. It is also possible that originally the ghazals were songs of love that
were sung by minstrels in the early days of Persian history and that this form passed into poetry
down the ages. I find this explanation plausible for the following reasons: firstly, the word ghazal
means ‘a conversation between lovers’. Secondly, the ghazals of Sana’i, Hafiz, Sadi and most of
the others were often put to music and became songs, which have been popular in Persia and
Afghanistan and the Indian Sub-Continent from ancient times until now.Other scholars see the
ghazal as coming from Arabic poetry, especially the prelude to longer poems, i.e. the qasida:
they say that this prelude was isolated and changed, to eventually become the ghazal. The
Arabic root of the word ghazal is gazl which means: spinning, spun, thread, twist… the form of
the ghazal is a spiral. Hazrat Ali’s ghazal in this volume seems to confirm that it was originally of
Arabic creation.Whatever the origin, by the fourteenth century the ghazal had become a mature
form of poetry. Among the great ghazal writers in Persian/Dari of the past were Sana’i, Nizami,
Farid ad-Din ‘Attar, Rumi, and Sadi and in Turkish, Yunus Emre; but with the ghazals of Hafiz and
other poets in Shiraz during his lifetime this form reached its summit.The form of the ghazal at
first glance seems simple, but on a deeper in-spection it will be found that there is more to it than
one at first sees.It is usually between five and fifteen couplets (beyts or ‘houses’), but sometimes
more. A beyt is ‘a line of verse split into two equal parts scann-ing exactly alike.’ Each couplet



has a fixed rhyme which appears at the end of the second line. In the first couplet which is called
the matla meaning ‘orient’ or ‘rising,’ the rhyme appears at the end of both lines. This first couplet
has the function of ‘setting the stage’ or stating the subject matter and feeling of the poem. The
other couplets or beyts have other names depending on their positions. One could say that the
opening couplet is the subject, the following coup-lets the actions: changing, viewed from
different angles, progressing from one point to another, larger and deeper, until the objective of
the poem is reached in the last couplet. The final couplet is known as the maqta or ‘point of
section.’ This couplet or the one before it, almost always contains the takhallus or pen-name of
the poet, signifying that it was written by him and also allowing him the chance to detach himself
from himself and comment on what effect the actions of the subject matter in the preceding
couplets had on him. Often the poet uses a play on words when he uses his own pen-name…
(‘Hafiz’ for example, means: a preserver, a guardian, rememberer, watchman, one who knows
the Koran by heart).In the ghazal the Persian/Dari, Pushtu, Turkish and Urdu Master Sufi Poets
found the ideal instrument to express the great ten-sion between the opposites that exist in this
world. Having the strict rhym-ing structure of the same rhyme at the end of the second line of
each couplet (after the first couplet) the mind must continually come back to the world and the
poem and the rhyme. But by being allowed to use any word at the end of the first line of each
couplet, one can be as spontaneous as possible and give the heart its full rein. This of course
happens also in the first line of the first couplet, for whatever word or rhyme-sound that comes
out in the first line sets the rhyme for the rest of the ghazal. So the ‘feeling’ created by the rhyme
is one that comes spontaneously from the heart, and this spontaneity is allowed to be expanded
from then on in the non-rhyming lines, and to contract in those lines that rhyme, when the mind
must function as an ‘orderer’ of the poem. This expansion and con-traction, feeling and thinking,
heart and mind, combine to produce great tension and power that spirals inward and outward
and creates an atmos-phere that I would define as ‘deep nostalgia.’ This deep nostalgia is a
primal moving force that flows through all life, art and song, and produces within whoever comes
into contact with it when it is consciously expressed, an irresistible yearning to unite the
opposites that it contains. In the ghazal any metre can be employed except the ruba’i metre.The
true meaning of Sufism, apart from the recognition of God in human form as the Qutub or the
Rasool or the Christ is tassawuf… which means to get to the essence of everything.The
clandestine winehouses run by the Zoroastrians and Christians became the venues for many
hundreds of years of the ghazal. In these winehouses Persians could criticise their Arab and
Turkish rulers and their police chiefs and false Sufi masters and hypocritical clergy who
censored and forbade them to practice the drinking of wine and the appreciation of beautiful
faces and forms of unveiled women and handsome young men.In the winehouses the truth
could be told and this truth was quickly spread by the minstrels in the market places and even at
court through what was becoming a popular form of expression amongst the masses. And
although in fact the actual drinking of wine finally became less because of the religious
restrictions, it as a symbol of truth, love and freedom became more widespread.Of course there



always existed another ‘Winehouse’ where the Wine of Divine Love and Grace was poured out
by the Winebringer or Qutub, the Perfect Master or the Old Magian. Here the wine and truth that
flowed freely from heart to heart was of the spiritual nature and made the lover or drunkard so
intoxicated with the Divine Beloved that he became mast-like… mad with longing to be united
with the Eternal One, Whose beauty he saw and appreciated in the face and form and
personality of his earthly beloved whom he praised, wooed, begged, cajoled, described, desired
and desperately longed for through his ghazals and by his actions and with each breath of his
whole life he came closer to the Eternal Beloved. Human love became transmuted into Divine
Love.Although the poets of the ghazal may appear to many as open-minded, drunken, outcast
lovers, it does not necessarily mean that they all drank the juice of the grape… for it is an inner
state that they often were expressing. The ghazal is a conversation between the lover and the
beloved and as in all intimate conversation… the talk flows both ways. The subject may not
necessary be about love, but it is always from the point of view of one who loves truth, love and
beauty. The Qasida This kind of poem resembles a ghazal in many ways except that it is longer
than the ghazal and is often as long as a hundred couplets. In the first couplet, both the lines
rhyme, and the same rhyme runs through the whole poem, the rhyme-word being at the end of
the second line of each couplet (after the first couplet) as in the ghazal. The qasida is usually
written in praise of someone and is often read in his or her presence, so it is stated that it
shouldn't be too long or it might weary the listener. It has a number of sections: i. matla - the
beginning, ii. taghazzul -introduction, iii. guriz - the couplets in praise of whoever it is written to, iv.
maqta- the end. In the qasida, the takhallus or pen-name of the poet usually does not appear,
and if it does it is not necessarily near the end or at the end as in the ghazal. Any metre may be
used except that used for the ruba'i . The Ruba’i Many scholars of Persian/Dari Poetry believe
that the ruba’i is the most ancient Dari poetic form that is original to this language and they state
that all other classical forms including the ghazal, qasida, masnavi, qit’a etc., originated in Arabic
literature and the metres employed in them were in Arabic poetry in the beginning… this, can be
disputed.The ruba'i is a poem of four lines in which usually the first, second and fourth lines
rhyme and sometimes with the radif (refrain) after the rhyme words… sometimes all four rhyme.
It is composed in metres called ruba’i metres. Each ruba’i is a separate poem in itself and should
not be regarded as a part of a long poem as was created by FitzGerald when he translated
those he attributed to Omar Khayyam, most wrongly.The ruba’i (as its name implies) is two
couplets (beyts) in length, or four lines (misra) as stated. The ruba’i is a different metre from
those used in Arabic poetry that preceded it.How was this metre invented? The accepted story
of the blind wandering minstrel-dervish Rudaki (d. 941) creating this new metre of the hazaj
group which is essential to the ruba’i is as follows… One New Year’s Festival he happened to be
strolling in a garden where some children played with nuts and one threw a walnut along a
groove in a stick and it jumped out then rolled back again creating a sound and the children
shouted with delight in imitation, ‘Ghaltan ghaltan hami ravad ta bun-i gau,’ (Ball, ball, surprising
hills… to end of a brave try). Rudaki immediately recognised in the line’s metre a new invention



and by the repetition four times of the rhyme he had quickly created the ruba’i… and is
considered the first master of this form.Shams-e Qais writing two hundred years later about this
moment of poetic history and the effect of this new form on the population said the following…
“This new poetic form fascinated all classes, rich and poor, ascetic and drunken rebel-
outsider(rend), all wanted to participate in it… the sinful and the good both loved it; those who
were so ignorant they couldn’t make out the difference between poetry and prose began to
dance to it; those with dead hearts who couldn’t tell the difference between a donkey braying
and reed’s wailing and were a thousand miles away from listening to a lute’s strumming, offered
up their souls for a ruba’i. Many young cloistered girls, from passion for the song of a ruba’i broke
down the doors, and their chastity’s walls; many matrons from love for a ruba’i let loose the
braids of their self-restraint.”And so, the ruba’i should be eloquent, spontaneous and ingenious.
In the ruba’i the first three lines serve as an introduction to the fourth that should be sublime,
subtle or pithy and clever. As can be seen from the quote by Shams-e Qais above, the ruba’i
immediately appealed to all levels of society and has done so ever since. The nobility and royalty
enjoyed those in praise of them and the commoner enjoyed the short, simple homilies… the
ascetic and mystic could think upon epigrams of deep religious fervour and wisdom; the
reprobates enjoyed the subtle and amusing satires and obscenities… and for everyone,
especially the cloistered girls and old maids, many erotic and beautiful love poems to satisfy any
passionate heart. The Qit’a The qit’a or ‘fragment’ must consist of at least two couplets and is
similar to a ghazal or a qasida with the second lines of the couplets all having the same rhyme…
but in the first couplet the double-rhyme does not usually appear. It can be composed in any
metre except for that of the ruba’i. It can be a fragment from a qasida or a ghazal, or it may be
complete in itself. Poets often used this form to write obituaries. The Masnavi The masnavi is
the form used in Persian poetry to write epic ballads or romances and is essentially a Persian
invention. Each couplet has a different rhyme with both lines rhyming. This is to allow the poet
greater freedom to go into a longer description of the subject he has chosen to present. All of the
great, long, narrative poems of Persia were composed in this form that is a Persian invention and
is not known in classical Arabic poetry. The most famous poems written in this form are the
‘Shahnama’ (Book of the Kings) of Firdausi, the ‘Enclosed Garden of the Truth’ of Sana’i, the
‘Five Treasures’ of Nizami, the ‘Conference of the Birds’ and ‘The Book of God’ and so many
others by ‘Attar, the ‘Seven Thrones’ of Jami, the ten masnavis of Amir Khusraw and of course
the great ‘Masnavi’ of Rumi. Note: See ‘Comparative Grammar, Lecture 6’ in ‘Lectures on the
Science of Language’ 1861 By Max Muller, Reprint Munshi Ram Manohar Lal, Delhi, 1965.The
Encyclopaedia Britannica Volume xx1, Eleventh Edition Cambridge 1911 (Pages
246-8). Sources… Divan of Hafiz: Translation & Introduction by Paul Smith, New Humanity
Books, Melbourne 1986 (Chapter 3).Literary History of Persia Volume 2 by E.G. Browne.
Cambridge University Press, 1928. (Pages 22-76).History of Iranian Literature by Jan Rupka et
al. D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht. 1968. (pages 91-105).Classical Persian Literature
by A.J. Arberry. George Allen & Unwin Ltd. London. 1958. (Pages 1-16).    



In the ghazal the Persian/Dari, Pushtu, Turkish and Urdu Master Sufi Poets found the ideal
instrument to express the great ten-sion between the opposites that exist in this world. Having
the strict rhym-ing structure of the same rhyme at the end of the second line of each couplet
(after the first couplet) the mind must continually come back to the world and the poem and the
rhyme. But by being allowed to use any word at the end of the first line of each couplet, one can
be as spontaneous as possible and give the heart its full rein. This of course happens also in the
first line of the first couplet, for whatever word or rhyme-sound that comes out in the first line sets
the rhyme for the rest of the ghazal. So the ‘feeling’ created by the rhyme is one that comes
spontaneously from the heart, and this spontaneity is allowed to be expanded from then on in
the non-rhyming lines, and to contract in those lines that rhyme, when the mind must function as
an ‘orderer’ of the poem. This expansion and con-traction, feeling and thinking, heart and mind,
combine to produce great tension and power that spirals inward and outward and creates an
atmos-phere that I would define as ‘deep nostalgia.’ This deep nostalgia is a primal moving force
that flows through all life, art and song, and produces within whoever comes into contact with it
when it is consciously expressed, an irresistible yearning to unite the opposites that it contains.
In the ghazal any metre can be employed except the ruba’i metre.The true meaning of Sufism,
apart from the recognition of God in human form as the Qutub or the Rasool or the Christ is
tassawuf… which means to get to the essence of everything.The clandestine winehouses run by
the Zoroastrians and Christians became the venues for many hundreds of years of the ghazal. In
these winehouses Persians could criticise their Arab and Turkish rulers and their police chiefs
and false Sufi masters and hypocritical clergy who censored and forbade them to practice the
drinking of wine and the appreciation of beautiful faces and forms of unveiled women and
handsome young men.In the winehouses the truth could be told and this truth was quickly
spread by the minstrels in the market places and even at court through what was becoming a
popular form of expression amongst the masses. And although in fact the actual drinking of wine
finally became less because of the religious restrictions, it as a symbol of truth, love and freedom
became more widespread.Of course there always existed another ‘Winehouse’ where the Wine
of Divine Love and Grace was poured out by the Winebringer or Qutub, the Perfect Master or the
Old Magian. Here the wine and truth that flowed freely from heart to heart was of the spiritual
nature and made the lover or drunkard so intoxicated with the Divine Beloved that he became
mast-like… mad with longing to be united with the Eternal One, Whose beauty he saw and
appreciated in the face and form and personality of his earthly beloved whom he praised,
wooed, begged, cajoled, described, desired and desperately longed for through his ghazals and
by his actions and with each breath of his whole life he came closer to the Eternal Beloved.
Human love became transmuted into Divine Love.Although the poets of the ghazal may appear
to many as open-minded, drunken, outcast lovers, it does not necessarily mean that they all
drank the juice of the grape… for it is an inner state that they often were expressing. The ghazal
is a conversation between the lover and the beloved and as in all intimate conversation… the
talk flows both ways. The subject may not necessary be about love, but it is always from the



point of view of one who loves truth, love and beauty. The Qasida This kind of poem resembles a
ghazal in many ways except that it is longer than the ghazal and is often as long as a hundred
couplets. In the first couplet, both the lines rhyme, and the same rhyme runs through the whole
poem, the rhyme-word being at the end of the second line of each couplet (after the first couplet)
as in the ghazal. The qasida is usually written in praise of someone and is often read in his or her
presence, so it is stated that it shouldn't be too long or it might weary the listener. It has a
number of sections: i. matla - the beginning, ii. taghazzul -introduction, iii. guriz - the couplets in
praise of whoever it is written to, iv. maqta- the end. In the qasida, the takhallus or pen-name of
the poet usually does not appear, and if it does it is not necessarily near the end or at the end as
in the ghazal. Any metre may be used except that used for the ruba'i . The Ruba’i Many scholars
of Persian/Dari Poetry believe that the ruba’i is the most ancient Dari poetic form that is original
to this language and they state that all other classical forms including the ghazal, qasida,
masnavi, qit’a etc., originated in Arabic literature and the metres employed in them were in
Arabic poetry in the beginning… this, can be disputed.The ruba'i is a poem of four lines in which
usually the first, second and fourth lines rhyme and sometimes with the radif (refrain) after the
rhyme words… sometimes all four rhyme. It is composed in metres called ruba’i metres. Each
ruba’i is a separate poem in itself and should not be regarded as a part of a long poem as was
created by FitzGerald when he translated those he attributed to Omar Khayyam, most
wrongly.The ruba’i (as its name implies) is two couplets (beyts) in length, or four lines (misra) as
stated. The ruba’i is a different metre from those used in Arabic poetry that preceded it.How was
this metre invented? The accepted story of the blind wandering minstrel-dervish Rudaki (d. 941)
creating this new metre of the hazaj group which is essential to the ruba’i is as follows… One
New Year’s Festival he happened to be strolling in a garden where some children played with
nuts and one threw a walnut along a groove in a stick and it jumped out then rolled back again
creating a sound and the children shouted with delight in imitation, ‘Ghaltan ghaltan hami ravad
ta bun-i gau,’ (Ball, ball, surprising hills… to end of a brave try). Rudaki immediately recognised
in the line’s metre a new invention and by the repetition four times of the rhyme he had quickly
created the ruba’i… and is considered the first master of this form.Shams-e Qais writing two
hundred years later about this moment of poetic history and the effect of this new form on the
population said the following… “This new poetic form fascinated all classes, rich and poor,
ascetic and drunken rebel-outsider(rend), all wanted to participate in it… the sinful and the good
both loved it; those who were so ignorant they couldn’t make out the difference between poetry
and prose began to dance to it; those with dead hearts who couldn’t tell the difference between
a donkey braying and reed’s wailing and were a thousand miles away from listening to a lute’s
strumming, offered up their souls for a ruba’i. Many young cloistered girls, from passion for the
song of a ruba’i broke down the doors, and their chastity’s walls; many matrons from love for a
ruba’i let loose the braids of their self-restraint.”And so, the ruba’i should be eloquent,
spontaneous and ingenious. In the ruba’i the first three lines serve as an introduction to the
fourth that should be sublime, subtle or pithy and clever. As can be seen from the quote by



Shams-e Qais above, the ruba’i immediately appealed to all levels of society and has done so
ever since. The nobility and royalty enjoyed those in praise of them and the commoner enjoyed
the short, simple homilies… the ascetic and mystic could think upon epigrams of deep religious
fervour and wisdom; the reprobates enjoyed the subtle and amusing satires and obscenities…
and for everyone, especially the cloistered girls and old maids, many erotic and beautiful love
poems to satisfy any passionate heart. The Qit’a The qit’a or ‘fragment’ must consist of at least
two couplets and is similar to a ghazal or a qasida with the second lines of the couplets all
having the same rhyme… but in the first couplet the double-rhyme does not usually appear. It
can be composed in any metre except for that of the ruba’i. It can be a fragment from a qasida or
a ghazal, or it may be complete in itself. Poets often used this form to write obituaries. The
Masnavi The masnavi is the form used in Persian poetry to write epic ballads or romances and is
essentially a Persian invention. Each couplet has a different rhyme with both lines rhyming. This
is to allow the poet greater freedom to go into a longer description of the subject he has chosen
to present. All of the great, long, narrative poems of Persia were composed in this form that is a
Persian invention and is not known in classical Arabic poetry. The most famous poems written in
this form are the ‘Shahnama’ (Book of the Kings) of Firdausi, the ‘Enclosed Garden of the Truth’
of Sana’i, the ‘Five Treasures’ of Nizami, the ‘Conference of the Birds’ and ‘The Book of God’
and so many others by ‘Attar, the ‘Seven Thrones’ of Jami, the ten masnavis of Amir Khusraw
and of course the great ‘Masnavi’ of Rumi. Note: See ‘Comparative Grammar, Lecture 6’ in
‘Lectures on the Science of Language’ 1861 By Max Muller, Reprint Munshi Ram Manohar Lal,
Delhi, 1965.The Encyclopaedia Britannica Volume xx1, Eleventh Edition Cambridge 1911
(Pages 246-8). Sources… Divan of Hafiz: Translation & Introduction by Paul Smith, New
Humanity Books, Melbourne 1986 (Chapter 3).Literary History of Persia Volume 2 by E.G.
Browne. Cambridge University Press, 1928. (Pages 22-76).History of Iranian Literature by Jan
Rupka et al. D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht. 1968. (pages 91-105).Classical Persian
Literature by A.J. Arberry. George Allen & Unwin Ltd. London. 1958. (Pages
1-16). Sufis & Dervishes:Their Art and Use of Poetry It has been said that Adam
was the first Sufi and Perfect Master (Qutub) and that he was also the first poet as he named
everything and so through his ‘Adamic Alphabet’ (see the Hebraic Tongue Restored listed
following) all languages were born and so… all poetry. Two of Arabia’s most highly regarded
scholars of the poetic form also claim he was the father of the poetic form of the ghazal (see
section of this Introduction that follows on the ghazal… the form most used by Sufi and Dervish
poets up to the present day).Sufism is said by many Masters and authors to have always existed
since Adam as the esoteric side of each faith that has begun by an appearance of that original
Perfect Master coming back as the Rasool, Prophet, Messiah, Avatar, Buddha, etc., whatever
that Divine One is called.Many Perfect Masters (Qutubs) were poets and many were not. Many
came after the appearance of the Prophet Mohammed and many came before him. But, Sufis
and Dervishes were called by those names after he passed from this world. The first ‘Sufi’ is
probably Mohammed’s son-in-law Hazrat Ali who composed one of the first ghazals ever



recorded that essentially sums up the meaning of Sufism and Dervishness…You do not know it,
but in you is the remedy;you cause the sickness, but this you don’t see.You are but a small
form… this, you assume:but you’re larger than any universe, in reality.You are the book that of
any fallacies is clear,in you are all letters spelling out, the mystery.You are the Being, you’re the
very Being… It:you contain That, which contained cannot be!I have used both the terms ‘Sufis’
and ‘Dervishes’ in this book because some of the poets within called themselves not one but the
other and criticised the other, for… during the time that they were alive, having become corrupt
and following false masters. The great Hafiz, for instance, always called himself a Dervish and
often when mentioning Sufis in his poetry it was usually to criticise them. During his lifetime in
Shiraz there was an extremist Sufi Order led by a false master and Shaikh Ali Kolah who sided
with various dictators and subjected the people to a very vicious brand of fundamentalism (see
my biog. of Hafiz, Hafiz of Shiraz 3 vols. for Hafiz’s almost lifelong clash with this false Sufi). By
the 13th Century many Sufi Orders had become corrupt and full of various dogmas, useless
rituals and power hungry and hypocritical shaikhs and false masters. Those who called
themselves ‘Dervishes’ then really meant ‘true Sufis’.The first Sufi and Dervish poets composed
in Arabic even though some of them, including the famous and infamous Sufi martyr Mansur al-
Hallaj, were originally from Persia… he was from Shiraz. From the 10th to the 15th century the
vast majority of Sufi and Dervish and other poets in the region composed in Persian/Dari, a few
in the new languages of Turkish and Urdu and some like Kabir in Hindi; after that… the
languages most used by the most conscious and influential poets were Pushtu, Urdu, Punjabi
and Sindhi, as the stream of God-consciousness moved originally from Arabia and Egypt to Iraq
and Syria then into Iran and Afghanistan and Turkey and finally into the Indian Sub-Continent.To
follow this golden thread of Spiritual Poetry one must follow the true Spiritual Hierarchy of real
Saints and God-realized Souls… Perfect Masters, their lives and stories are to be found in the
many books listed following and in many others.What is the essential belief and philosophy of
the Sufi and Dervish Masters and Poets? To put it as simply as possibly… The Love of God, the
belief in God in human form, the love and respect for all of God’s Creation and to try to not hurt
anyone or thing. And of course a belief in Truth, Love and Beauty as the greatest of the Divine
Attributes. A belief similar, if not the same as the Christian Mystics and Vedantists and believers
in the inner way of most religions. Further Reading… The Sufi Message of Hazrat Inayat Khan
Volume X: Sufi Mysticism; The Path of Initiation and Discipleship; Sufi Poetry, Art: Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow; The Problem of the Day. Barrie and Jenkins, London, 1964.A History of
Ottoman Poetry by E.J.W. Gibb. Volume One, Luzac & Co. Ltd. London 1900. (Pages 33-69.)A
Critical Appreciation of Arabic Mystical Poetry by Dr. S.H. Nadeem, Adam Publishers. New
Delhi, 2003.Sufi Poems, A Mediaeval Anthology by Martin Lings, Islamic Texts Society,
Cambridge, 2004.The Way of the Mystics: Early Christian Mystics and The Rise of the Sufis by
Margaret Smith, Sheldon Press, 1976.Selections from the Poetry of the Afghans, from the 16th
to the 19th Century by H.G. Raverty, Calcutta, 1862.Muslim Saints and Mystics… Episodes from
the ‘Memorial of the Saints’ by Farid al-Din Attar, Translated by A.J. Arberry. Routledge and



Kegan Paul, London, 1966.Kashf Al-Mahjub of Al-Hujwiri. Translated by R.A. Nicholson, Luzac,
London. 1967.God Speaks: The Theme of Creation and Its Purpose by Meher Baba. Dodd,
Mead & Company, New York, 1955. (Meher Baba in great detail explains the Involution of the
Soul and the seven stages of the Spiritual Path, the role of the Perfect Master, the Creation and
the different States of God using quotations from Sufi poets and Masters and Sufi terminology
and cross-referencing with Christian Mystical and Vedantic terminology).The Hebraic Tongue
Restored By Fabre d’Olivet. English Trans. by Nayan Louise Redfield. G.P. Putnam’s & Sons. N.Y.
1921 (Fabre D’Olivet reconstructed ancient Hebrew and then faithfully translated Genesis… by
using the Adamic Alphabet and revealed that its sounds really told the Divine love-story between
Adam and Eve… in a spiral, also the form of the ghazal. MIRZA (d.
1630?). Mirza (his pen-name) Khan Ansari was one of the first poets to help perfect a Pusthu
style. He was a predecessor of the great Sufi Poet, Rahman Baba (to follow). He was a
descendant of Bayzid, who with Khushal Khan Khatak (to follow), perfected the native tongue of
Pushtu. Mirza was a descendant, probably a grandson of Pir Roshan, the founder of the
Roshanian sect that held an uprising among the Afghans in 1542.Kasim Ali Afridi, an Afghan
poet of India, in one of his qasidas states that Mirza Khan was of Bayzid’s family. He held the
same beliefs as the Sufis and was a disciple of Mulla Suliman from the town of Jalandhar in the
Punjab.Mirza was a great traveller and well known from Herat to Agra. Amazingly the
fundamentalist emperor, Aurangzeb, gave him an allowance, but eventually Mirza was
summoned by the monarch on accusations of heresy and blasphemy, but the emperor finally
saved him.Mirza’s poems contain many Arabic and Dari words, but his Pushtu is very ancient,
particularly in words used amongst the hill tribes of Eastern Afghanistan. The Sanskrit in Mirza’s
poems come from the fact of his long residence in India. It is said that Mirza, in the later years of
his life, married and settled in the Tirah district to the south of the Khyber Pass. Further
Reading… Mirza Khan Ansari, Diwan, (Collection of Poems) Editing & Research by Perviz
Mahjoor Khensky, Pashto Academy, University of Peshawar, 2004.Selections from the Poetry of
the Afghans, from the 16th to the 19th Century by H.G. Raverty, Calcutta, 1862. (Pages
51-85).Poems of Mirza Khan Ansari, Translated by Major Henry George Raverty, Dodo Press,
London, 2005. (Same as above).     
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